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Dear Mr Evans 

 

Please accept this letter as an early notification to the councillors from the LBSA that the final use of 

the park playing field shall be on Sunday May 5th and that the field will be free of any official game 

usage thereafter, allowing for maintenance to commence immediately. 

 

We trust that the council will have a pre-planned maintenance programme in place for the 

coming summer and that this notification will allow the council to commence with works without 

delay, so that we can avoid a repeat of last year's scenario whereby the clubs (due in-part to both 

the hot weather and the late treatment of the field) had no option but to mutually agree to remain 

off the field until it had sufficient time to recover following the summer works. This decision has in 

turn been of a huge benefit since both rugby and football clubs have rarely had to postpone 

games due to poor field condition, as they has been forced to do in previous years. 

 

Despite this, concerns have been raised in particular about the continued lack of grass at the 

centre of the field and at either end beneath the posts. On-going discussions within the LBSA leads 

us to suggest that these areas be turfed in order to satisfy a longer term solution. As was done last 

summer, the LBSA would consider contributing both labour and some finances should there be a 

viable solution and maintenance plan presented to us, which might resolve this annual issue.  
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